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INTRODUCTION

Remembrance, identity, cultural space, landscape, and the city – themes 
traditionally present in the programme of the International Cultural 
Centre will be expanded and developed in its 24th year.

The Myth of Galicia opened in the autumn of 2014. The exhibition, 
the fi rst such extensive tale about Galicia seen from many perspec-
tives – Polish, Ukrainian, Austrian, and Jewish – in which we try to 
grasp the relationship between the irretrievably lost “world of yester-
day” and the contemporary incarnations of its myth – will fi nish its 
Kraków incarnation and be transferred to the Wien Museum. There, 
Austrian visitors will have the opportunity to visit it in spring and sum-
mer. The international conference “Galicia after Galicia”, with the par-
ticipation of the most eminent researchers from Europe and overseas, 
will off er a deeper insight into the subjects that the exhibition opened.

The issues of Galicia are part of the broader question of cultural 
space. Another of its aspects is the cultural landscape, the subject of 
the icc’s annual seminars and educational programmes. In 2015, how-
ever, this landscape will come to exist beyond the context of its preser-
vation, primarily as artistic fi bre. This will happen thanks to Poland’s 
fi rst exhibition of Dani Karavan, a sculptor of world renown and pio-
neer of site-specifi c sculpture, one of the most interesting movements 
in contemporary art, as it explores the genius loci of the landscape in 
which a work is created. Moreover, we intend to devote one of the issues 
of Herito quarterly to refl ection on landscape, present today in many 
fi elds of science and art.

In the latter half of the year, the programme of the icc will focus 
on two subjects. The fi rst will be the city as the subject of interdisci-
plinary refl ection, referring to the Central European context, during 
the 3rd  Heritage Forum of Central Europe, which takes place as part 
of the activities of the Cultural Heritage Experts’ Working Group in 
the Visegrad Countries. Plenary discussions, lectures, and presenta-
tions during the forum will be devoted to such issues as the histori-
cal  cityscape, creative cities of heritage, urban narratives, ownership of 
the city, revitalising practices, and dynamics of the city.

The other topic will be Lithuania, which will be embodied in the icc 
Gallery by the works of the greatest Lithuanian artist of the 19th/20th 
century, Mikalojus Konstantinas Čiurlionis. His oeuvre is Gesamt-
kunstwerk indeed, as the artist composed music, painted, made prints, 
and wrote poetry. The exhibition is part of the long-term stream of 
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icc presentations of the most eminent artists of the Central European 
avant-garde. Moreover, an issue of Herito will be devoted to Lithuania 
and the cultural space of the Balticum. Both the projects will coincide 
with the Polish Presidency of the Council of Baltic Sea States.

Since its inception, the  International Cultural Centre has been 
a unique Polish observatory of cultural transformations in Central 
Europe, and therefore all the projects completed so far have been united 
by a common goal defi ning the foundation of our mission. It is a refl ec-
tion on the phenomenon of cultural heritage that ever gains in impor-
tance, especially at a time of such a dynamic change.

Director of the icc – Prof. Dr. Jacek Purchla
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INTERNATIONAL CULTURAL CENTRE

The International Cultural Centre was founded on 29 May 1991 dur-
ing the csce Symposium (Conference on Security and Cooperation in 
Europe), when representatives of the East and West debated culture 
and heritage for the fi rst time after the fall of the Iron Curtain. Since 
its inception, the icc has had its seat in the historical Ravens House in 
the Main Market Square, a building that goes back to the Middle Ages. 
The location in the centre of the city and once at the heart of Central 
Europe, helps us pursue our mission, which is to support cultural inte-
gration in Europe and to protect its cultural heritage.

The International Cultural Centre is a place to refl ect on culture and 
cultural heritage in the face of present-day challenges. The institution 
focuses on the areas of • cultural heritage theory, philosophy and man-
agement • remembrance • identity • the cultural space, art and heritage 
of Central Europe • dialogues between cultures • the city as a mirror of 
civilisation • cultural policy and culture economics.

The icc’s watchword is interdisciplinary. Our institution is active in 
a number of areas, joins points of view, draws on the achievements of 
a range of fi elds of study to share, in the most extensive but at the same 
time most coherent and objective manner possible, its experience in 
cultural heritage in its universal dimension.

The icc is a national institution of culture involved in research, study, 
educational and information activities. 23 years of its work it has off ered: 
• 131 exhibitions presenting the key developments in art and architec-
ture • more than 100 international conferences and seminars attended 
by representatives of the majority of countries in Europe and some out-
side the continent • 80 international educational programmes attended 
by 2,300 participants from most of the countries in Europe, as well 
as North and South America, Asia and Africa • the postgraduate pro-
gramme of the Academy of Heritage (since 2001) • 311 publications in 
Polish and foreign language versions by more than 1000 authors from 
almost the entire world • a specialised library consisting more than 
33,000 books • research programmes delivered in collaboration with 
Polish and foreign partners • and active participation in international 
projects and cultural networks.
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THE MYTH OF GALICIA
until 8th March 2015

Galicia is gone. It disappeared from the map of Europe in 1918 with 
the dissolution of the Austro-Hungarian monarchy of which it was a prov-
ince. And yet, Galicia continues to hold a special place in our mem-
ory. How can this phenomenon be explained? What are the sources of 
the contemporary nostalgia for Franz Joseph – “the good Emperor”? 
The Myth of Galicia exhibition is a multithreaded tale, whose unique paint-
ings, prints, maps, photographs, fi lms, and documents elucidate the pic-
ture of the mystical Galicia – today only an imagined space. In this attempt 
at reading the myth of Galicia anew and from various perspectives – Pol-
ish, Ukrainian, Austrian, and Jewish – the intriguing ambiguity of Gali-
cia emerges. The exhibition at the icc investigates these diverse senses of 
everything Galician, confronting an array of mythical constructions with 
historical facts. It discovers the presence of the myth in art, literature, and 
mass culture, at the same time showing its clearly political dimension.

The issues related to Galicia, and questions on the identity and mem-
ory of Central Europe, are among the crucial subjects tackled by the Inter-
national Cultural Centre. The exhibition is a joint project of the icc and 
the Wien Museum; it will be presented at Wien Museum in Vienna from 
25th March to 30th August. The exhibition is accompanied by an extensive 
book. It contains reproductions of over 300 works and documents from 
Polish, Ukrainian, and Austrian collections, as well as textes by the most 
eminent experts in Galician issues from Europe and overseas: Matthias 
Beitl, Emil Brix, Patrice M. Dabrowski, Katrin Ecker, Yaroslav Hrytsak, 
Kerstin S. Jobst, Klemens Kaps, Maria Kłańska, Żanna Komar, Wolfgang 
Kos, Börries Kuzmany, Waldemar Łazuga, Hans-Christian Maner, Mar-
tin Pollack, Yurko Prochasko, Jacek Purchla, Jan Rydel, Monika Rydiger, 
Werner Michael Schwarz, Joshua Shanes, Alois Woldan, Larry Wolff , 
Taras Wozniak, and Krzysztof Zamorski.

TRACES OF PEOPLE. CRISTIANO MASCARO / SŁAWOMIR RUMIAK
March–June

Two artists, two countries, two points of view. The exhibition will be 
a unique dialogue between one of the best-known Brazilian photogra-
phers – Cristiano Mascaro – and the Polish artist Sławomir Rumiak. 
The project has produced several dozen black-and-white photographs 

EXHIBITIONS
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and a video documenting the landscapes of Brazil and Poland. Dur-
ing his travels, Mascaro visited four cities: Gdańsk, Warsaw, Łódź, and 
Kraków; Rumiak, in turn, paid special attention to São Paulo – one of 
the world’s largest metropolises. Its architecture, structure, and internal 
rhythm included, the city became a signifi cant point of reference for both 
the artists. The spaces envisaged not only tell the story of the places and 
the people who created them, but at the same time they disclose a sensi-
tivity, knowledge, and the fascinations of the photographers themselves.

The exhibition is prepared in cooperation with the Adam Mickie-
wicz Institute in Warsaw. After the presentation in Kraków, it will be 
shown in Brazil in 2016.

DANI KARAVAN
June–September

Exhibition of Dani Karavan, an Israeli sculptor of world renown, pioneer of 
site-specifi c sculpture, author of celebrated works such as the Monument 
to the Negev Brigade (1963–1968) and Passage, a Homage to Walter Benja-
min in Portbou (1994). The works of the artist are site-specifi c, i.e. devel-
oped with the intention to be situated in a specifi c location, whether city 
space, open air, or gallery/museum. The exhibition will investigate and 
explain the works of the artist through presentation of numerous fi lms, 
photographs, sketches, and models. Visitors will have an opportunity to 
fi nd out about outstanding projects, including the memorial of the Regens-
burg Jews (1997), Kikar Levana Square in Tel Aviv (1977–1988), The Way of 
Human Rights (1989–1993) produced in Nuremberg, and the Pool of Mem-
ory in front of Berlin’s Bundestag (2012) – the Memorial to the Sinti and 
Roma victims of National Socialist Regime. A particular feature of the exhi-
bition will be the artist’s references to his long-term friendship with Tade-
usz Kantor, which coincides with the celebration of the Year of Kantor 2015.

JOANNA JANOWSKA-AUGUSTYN. PRINTS. GRAND PRIX MTG 2012
September–October

A monographic exhibition portraying the artistic prints of the winner of 
the Grand Prix of the International Print Triennial in Kraków in 2012. 
Besides the winning Kolej rzeczy i (Course of Events i), the artist will pre-
sent a review of her most important print cycles, including Nieuchronne 
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EXHIBITIONS

(The Inevitable), Samotność (Solitude), and Ciało i kamień (Flesh and Stone).
Joanna Janowska-Augustyn, a graduate of the Faculty of Graphic Arts of 
the Academy of Fine Arts in Kraków, combines the refi nement and sophis-
tication of the traditional drawing with digital graphics and photography. 
Her prints make reference to the human fi gure and the human body, yet 
are far from being obvious. The undefi ned silhouettes of contours emerg-
ing from the shadows, thickened with lines, no more than suggest human 
presence. The multi-layered graphic matter characteristic of the artist and 
the fl uent passages from shaded to lit-up sections let her create an illusion 
of a particular depth and spatial nature in her compositions. In this way, 
the artist builds her ascetic and yet monumental works, provoking the view-
er’s refl ection on transition, loneliness, absence, and death.

MIKALOJUS KONSTANTINAS ČIURLIONIS
October 2015 – January 2016

An exhibition by one of the most important Lithuanian artists, whose achieve-
ments are compared to artists of the order of Wassily Kandinsky, Arnold 
Böcklin, Edvard Munch, and Odilon Redon. Yet the works of Mikalojus Kon-
stantinas Čiurlionis (1875–1911) are hardly known to the Polish public, which 
is all the more surprising given the extremely strong connections he had with 
the Polish artistic circles of the late 19th and early 20th century. The exhi-
bition at the icc Gallery will recall the exceptional visionary artist, whose 
works allow us to trace both elements of symbolism and expressionism, and 
the incunabula of abstractionist pursuits. Čiurlionis was an extremely ver-
satile artist, who composed music, painted, made artistic prints, and wrote 
poetry. Moreover, he tried to express his musical experiences in visual lan-
guage: the element of musicality was extremely important in his paintings 
and prints. Čiurlionis’s painted fantasies share a unique atmosphere and 
aura. These are particular landscapes of imagination, a world verging on 
dream and magic, spiritual experiences, and mystical practices. Moreover, 
his works allows us to fi nd inspirations in his native Lithuanian culture.

The Čiurlionis exhibition will not only become an opportunity to 
provide an insight into the achievements of the prematurely deceased 
artist, but will also refer to the question of the phenomenon of the bor-
derlands, interpenetration of cultures, national identity, and the com-
plex Polish-Lithuanian relations.

The exhibition was prepared in cooperation with the Mikalojus Kon-
stantinas Čiurlionis National Museum of Art in Kaunas.
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GALICIA AFTER GALICIA
March

Like The Myth of Galicia, the exhibition it companies, the international 
conference will bring to a conclusion a project initiated by the icc in 2010. 
The principal objective of the conference is to discuss the contemporary 
myth(s) of Galicia from an array of perspectives. The discussion will also 
focus on the cultural dimension of Galicia in the Central European con-
text, the problem of remembrance, and also on an attempt at evaluating 
the phenomenon of Galicia as a unique laboratory of the myth. The dis-
cussion will concentrate specifi cally on the role of Galicia for contem-
porary Ukraine. We anticipate the participation of historians, art his-
torians, sociologists, and experts in culture from numerous countries, 
notably Austria, Poland, Ukraine, and Hungary. The open congress pro-
ceedings are addressed to a broad realm of Polish and foreign audiences 
interested in the subject and phenomenon of Galicia.

The conference is organised in cooperation with Institute for the Dan-
ube Region and Central Europe in Vienna, and the Ukrainian Catho-
lic University in Lviv.

3RD HERITAGE FORUM OF CENTRAL EUROPE
THE CITY
September

Cities, as mirrors and hallmarks of our civilisation, some of the most 
spectacular human inventions, are phenomena which challenge full 
understanding. They are multilayered compositions of social interac-
tions, economics, infrastructure and a growing number of inhabitants. 
As Jane Jacobs has said, they are a complex problem of interacting fac-
tors that are interrelated into an organic whole; at the same time they 
generate problems of climate change, crime and inequality and, on 
the other hand, originate creative solutions as well as hopes and dreams 
for many. Analysing the city brings together researchers and practi-
tioners from various disciplines: urban planners, economists, sociolo-
gists, social psychologists, anthropologists, historians and art histori-
ans. It is this interdisciplinarity and innovation that the organisers hope 
to attract to the debates and sessions of the 3rd Heritage Forum of Cen-
tral Europe focused on “The City”. Plenary discussions, lectures, and 
presentations in parallel sections (resulting from a call for papers) will 
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CONFERENCES, SEMINARS, PROJECTS, NETWORKS

be devoted among others to the issues of historical cityscape and space, 
creative heritage cities, city narratives, properties of the city, revival prac-
tices, and city dynamics.

The forum is part of the activities of the Cultural Heritage Experts’ 
Working Group in the Visegrad Countries.

CULTURAL HERITAGE COUNTS FOR EUROPE: 
TOWARDS A EUROPEAN INDEX FOR VALUING CULTURAL HERITAGE
2013–2015

The project aims to gather together, analyse, consolidate, and dissem-
inate broadly the existing wealth of information resources concern-
ing the impact of cultural heritage on society, economy, environment, 
and culture. Its result will be a map of scientifi c research conducted in 
the scope defi ned above at multiple levels, notably European, national, 
regional, local, and sectoral. Moreover, the project aims to increase 
the awareness of the benefi ts stemming from cultural heritage and devel-
oping recommendations for politicians, and as a result reaching out to 
the full scope of heritage. Planned for June 2015 is the presentation of 
the fi nal version of the report. The coordinator of the project is Europa 
Nostra, and the leading partners are the International Cultural Centre 
(Kraków) and the Raymond Lemaire International Centre for Conser-
vation (Leuven University, Belgium). Also participating in the project 
are three other organisations: encatc (the chief European network of 
organisations and institutions involved with art, culture management, 
and education), Heritage Europe – eahtr (the European Association of 
Historic Towns and Regions) and the Heritage Alliance (a partner insti-
tution from the United Kingdom). The project is conducted thanks to 
support from the eu Culture Programme.

MEETINGS OF THE CULTURAL HERITAGE EXPERTS’ WORKING 
GROUP IN THE VISEGRAD COUNTRIES
April, July, September

In 2006, ministers of culture of Visegrad countries entrusted the icc 
with the coordination of activities of the Cultural Heritage Experts’ Work-
ing Group in the v4 countries. Envisaged for 2015 are three meetings 
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devoted to developing and evaluation of the content of the programme 
of the jointly run projects, and primarily to conducting the next joint 
summer educational course on the management of unesco World Her-
itage sites, to be held in Poland and Slovakia, and the preparations for 
the 3rd Heritage Forum of Central Europe.

CULTURAL SPACE OF CENTRAL EUROPE
June

This time the Cultural Space of Central Europe seminar is devoted to 
the multicultural heritage of Silesia, and especially to the borderlands 
between Poland, the Czech Republic, and Germany. Envisaged during 
the seminar are numerous meetings with experts responsible for her-
itage and landscape protection, spatial planning, and management of 
historical sites and museum institutions.

ANNA LINDH FOUNDATION POLISH NETWORK

On behalf of the Ministry of Culture and National Heritage and Ministry of 
Foreign Aff airs, the icc coordinates the activities of the Polish network of 
the Anna Lindh Foundation, whose objective is to promote mutual under-
standing, knowledge, and tolerance between the North and the South 
of the Mediterranean region. The Polish network is composed of over 
100 members representing ngos, institutions of culture and of higher 
education, and schools. The task of the icc is to promote the founda-
tion and its mission, encourage cooperation in the Euro-Mediterranean 
region, consolidate the Polish network, assist its members in fi nding for-
eign partners and in fi nancing of projects, and carry out joint projects 
of the Polish network. To achieve this, a regular newsletter is published, 
a website is managed at www.alfpolska.org, and the Polish section is 
run on the website www.euromedalex.org. Moreover, regional and gen-
eral meetings of members are organised, and promotional materials are 
published. The icc remains in permanent contact both with the Secre-
tariat of the Foundation in Alexandria and with the ministries of cul-
ture and foreign aff airs. It comments on documents, prepares the Polish 
contributions to them, and seeks to make the voice of Central Europe 
heard also in the EuroMed area. Envisaged for 2015–2017 is the imple-
mentation of a common project of the Polish network and the thematic 
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CONFERENCES, SEMINARS, PROJECTS, NETWORKS

intra-network project in cooperation with the coordinators of other net-
works run by the Foundation. These initiatives will provide the contin-
uation of the icc activities furthering intercultural dialogue and toler-
ance in the face of various threats. �www.alfpolska.org

AHICE

Art and Heritage from Central Europe (ahice) is a Central European 
online service on art and heritage set up by the icc, gathering close to 
200 partners from the Czech Republic, Poland, Slovakia, and Hungary. 
The service operates an extensive database covering exhibitions and 
conferences organised in Central Europe, books and periodicals pub-
lished in the region, and places of heritage. Developed in English, it is 
addressed to specialists, museum services, and art, culture and heritage 
lovers. It is managed and developed in cooperation with foreign institu-
tional partners from Visegrad Group countries: the Moravian Gallery, 
Brno (Czech Republic), the Gyula Forster National Centre for Cultural 
Heritage Management (Hungary), and the Institute of Art History of 
the Slovak Academy of Sciences, Bratislava (Slovakia). �www.ahice.net

INVENTORY OF RELIGIOUS ART OBJECTS IN THE EASTERN 
BORDERLANDS OF THE FORMER POLISH REPUBLIC. 
LVIV AND THE CHEŁM LAND

Envisaged for 2015 is research in Polish and Ukrainian museums, librar-
ies, and archives to gather together the materials for the 23rd volume of 
part i of the Materials for the History of the Religious Art in the Eastern 
Borderlands of the Former Polish Republic series. The volume is to contain 
addenda and appendices to texts and iconographic documentation of all 
the previously published 22 volumes of Roman-Catholic Churches and 
Monasteries in the Former Rus Voivodeship. Besides the above, an aggre-
gated index of names from all the volumes along with an index of all 
the public chapels and branch churches mentioned in the work will be 
developed. In addition, a unique dictionary of artists working within 
the former Rus Voivodeship and encompassing all the artists, crafts-
men and artisans mentioned in the published volumes of part i will 
receive its fi nal shape.
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Also continuing is the preparatory phase for the digitalisation of 
the results of the project “Inventory of Religious Art Objects in the East-
ern Borderlands of the Former Polish Republic. Lviv and the Chełm Land”.

THE ACADEMY OF HERITAGE
9th Edit ion: January–September
10th Edit ion: October–December

Postgraduate studies in culture heritage management have been organ-
ised with the Małopolska School of Public Administration of the Kraków 
University of Economics since 2001. The programme is off ered to civil 
servants working in public administration and heritage preservation 
services, teachers, museum staff , cultural centre staff , and people inter-
ested in heritage in the broadest terms. Participating in lectures and 
seminars, encompassing economic, legal, social, and political questions, 
the students garner knowledge on contemporary tools for protection of 
culture, heritage, and management of their resources. The classes are 
conducted within the following blocks: culture and heritage, legal and 
fi nancial aspects of protecting heritage, operation of culture institu-
tions, marketing and promotion of heritage, institutional management, 
accounting and fi nances, territorial authorities, and spatial planning. 
The programme is complemented with workshops devoted to the man-
agement of institutions of culture and to management of culture herit-
age sites in the form of study visits. The conclusion of the programme 
comes in the form of a fi nal dissertation as part of one of the four the-
matic seminars.

OPEN LECTURES OF THE ACADEMY OF HERITAGE

The lectures popularise specialist knowhow in culture heritage man-
agement and also in studies of Polish culture and history conducted 
by foreign scholars, including participants of the Thesaurus Poloniae 
scholarship programme of the Minister of Culture and National Herit-
age. Meetings with experts dealing with cultural institution manage-
ment, notably museums from various parts of Europe, are organised. 
Their subjects are arranged into cycles, e.g. City and Museum and Cul-
ture and Politics.
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EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMMES

THESAURUS POLONIAE
Edit ions 12th and 13th

The origins of the Thesaurus Poloniae programme date back to 2007 and 
the 1st Congress for Foreign Scholars of Polish History organised in 
Kraków, which demonstrated a growing interest in Polish studies in 
various parts of the world, and revealed a gap in the scholarship oppor-
tunities addressed by Polish institutions to scholars living and working 
abroad. Answering these needs, the Minister of Culture and National 
Heritage of the Republic of Poland set up the Thesaurus Poloniae schol-
arship programme, which has been managed by the icc in Kraków 
since 2009. The programme is addressed to people conducting studies 
devoted to culture, history, and the multicultural heritage of Poland and 
Central Europe. Eligible for a scholarship are individuals dealing with 
history, art history, sociology, ethnography, cultural anthropology, and 
other associated fi elds. The Thesaurus Poloniae programme is addressed 
to non-Polish citizens. During a single scholarship stay, lasting for three 
months, scholars live in Kraków and conduct their academic research 
here. Each year, the icc organises two calls for proposals for potential 
scholarship holders. �www.mck.krakow.pl/page/thesaurus-poloniae-1

V4 HERITAGE ACADEMY
July

Every year, together with its partner institutions from the Visegrad 
Group countries, the icc organises a one-week course for employees 
of cultural institutions and conservation services from Central Europe. 
In 2015, the programme will be held for the seventh time, and its cen-
tral theme will be the management of locations entered on the unesco 
World Heritage list. The main subject this year will be the heritage of 
Slovakia, notably Banská Štiavnica.
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EUROPEAN CAMPUS OF EXCELLENCE
September

In the autumn of 2015, the icc, together with the Studienstiftung des 
deutschen Volkes, will inaugurate an educational programme enti-
tled European Campus of Excellence. Addressed to 30 outstanding stu-
dents and young academics from Poland, Germany, and other European 
states, the project will be devoted to the phenomenon of the creative city. 
The two-week long Creative City programme will consist of workshops, 
lectures, and study visits on the transformations taking place in con-
temporary cities, conducted in Kraków and Upper Silesia.

WORLD HERITAGE: KRAKÓW AND THE CENTRAL EUROPEAN 
CONTEXT
June–July

This four-week-long educational programme conducted in collaboration 
with Rutgers – The State University of New Jersey and the unesco Chair 
in Heritage and Urban Studies at Kraków University of Economics is 
addressed to a group of American students interested in the issues of 
Central Europe as well as cultural heritage promotion and management.
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PUBLICATIONS

GREGORY J. ASHWORTH
PLANOWANIE DZIEDZICTWA
[HERITAGE PLANNING]
Polish version

The fourth volume in the Heritology series is a collection of the texts 
of Gregory J. Ashworth. The essence of heritage is to use the past for 
contemporary purposes, also political and social. Moreover, it is trans-
lated indirectly and directly into economic development in specifi c loca-
tions. Nevertheless, despite numerous attempts no single universal 
model guaranteeing the success of such activity has been worked out. 
Furthermore, no windfall gains can be expected from such actions, as 
the profi ts are always accompanied by costs that must be incurred. Yet 
one should draw conclusions from practice; conclusions that stem from 
careful management and not from automatic imitation.

Gregory J. Ashworth is one of the most notable scholars dealing 
with heritage from the point of view of economics and management. 
The texts gathered in the book follow two main courses of discussion: 
searching for paradigms, concepts, and defi nitions of heritage and heri-
tology, and attempts at answering the question of how to manage her-
itage to achieve the goals set.

FRANTIŠEK MIKŠ
CZERWONY KOGUT PICASSA
[PICASSO’S RED ROOSTER]
Polish version

A richly illustrated volume of essays by the Czech art historian, František 
Mikš, devoted to (not only) Central European artists in the context of 
ties between art and politics in the 20th century. Painting, revolution, 
totalitarianism, and the 20th century seen from the perspective of 
a bevy of artists including Kazimierz Malewicz, George Grosz, Ernest 
Neuschul, Oskar Kokoschka, Edward Dwurnik, but also Pablo Picasso 
with his episode of becoming involved in defending peace beyond the 
Iron Curtain. The fi fth volume in the Library of Central Europe series, 
edited by Jacek Purchla.
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LUCIAN BOIA
DLACZEGO RUMUNIA JEST INNA?
[WHY IS ROMANIA DIFFERENT?]
Polish version

Beginning with the 1970s, no holistic work on the history of Romania 
has been published in Poland. In the meantime, the country itself has 
passed through a complicated transformation, abounding with paradoxes, 
from being one of the toughest communist dictatorships to becoming 
a democratic member state of the European Union. Therefore, the case 
of Romania is both fascinating and in need of a new holistic and critical 
look. Both the requirements are met by this book by Lucian Boia, today 
the most eminent Romanian historian and one of the predominant intel-
lectuals present in Romanian public debate. His diagnoses concerning 
the role of history in the contemporary awareness of the Romanians are 
of key importance for the understanding of Romanian identity today, 
and the nature of Romanian transformation and modernisation in the 
20th/21st centuries. As the professor daringly discusses an array of Roma-
nian myths and self-stereotypes, his books are discussed in Romania far 
beyond the academic community of historians. The sixth volume in the 
Library of Central Europe series, edited by Jacek Purchla.

KATARZYNA KOTYŃSKA
LWÓW. O ODCZYTYWANIU MIASTA NA NOWO
[LVIV. INTERPRETING THE CITY ANEW]
Polish version

Lviv is an important “realm of memory”, interpreted in various man-
ners, and used by Ukrainians, Poles, Russians, and Jews to discuss 
their own identity. The author analyses literature on Lwów written in 
various languages, yet the main protagonists of her work are Ukraini-
ans and Poles: their thinking about Lwów develops along similar paths, 
often downright analogous. The diff erence originates from a diff ering 
placement of accents, and diff erent valuations. One of the basic traits 
of “Lviv literature” is the city’s multiculturalism, regularly cited by both 
sides as one of its most magnifi cent features. The author tries to dem-
onstrate what elements and what interpretations are used to develop the 
images of ideal Lwów, tempting with its simplicity and perfect atmos-
phere, and yet usually and essentially mono-national and only seemingly 
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multicultural, as well as with what actually stands behind them. This 
is because the myth frequently serves as a comfortable curtain conceal-
ing the actual historical problems and identity disputes, as well as inces-
sant attempts at branding and adjusting city space to one’s own culture 
against alien forms.

Literary analysis means that the joint image of various national and 
social groups related to Lwów can be studied, along with their mutual 
ties and infl uences that connect (and/or separate) images of Lwów in 
the memory and imagination of these groups. Currently, there is no 
monographic work, be it in Polish or Ukrainian, to discuss holistically 
the image of Lwów in the literatures of various nations. Nevertheless, 
in the 20th century a variety of manners of developing Polish, Ukrain-
ian, Jewish, and Russian Lwów narratives, their mutual ties and con-
fl icts can clearly be observed. It is only against such a background that 
today’s controversies and discussions of the city’s identity, “right to tra-
dition”, and “right to its own memory” become legible. The seventh vol-
ume in the Library of Central Europe series, edited by Jacek Purchla.

ALBUMS

TRACES OF PEOPLE. CRISTIANO MASCARO / SŁAWOMIR RUMIAK
Bilingual Polish and English version

DANI KARAVAN
Bilingual Polish and English version

MIKALOJUS KONSTANTINAS ČIURLIONIS
Bilingual Polish and English version

CULTURE SPACE. LATEST POLISH ARCHITECTURE
Bilingual Polish and English version, edited by Jacek Purchla, 
Janusz Sepioł

After Poland’s accession to the European Union, many modern and artis-
tically valuable cultural sites were delivered. One could even speak of 
a great drive for making up for the infrastructural backlog, whose invest-
ment scale and architectural class were unprecedented in Poland’s post-
second world war history. The process not only introduced a qualitative 
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and quantitative change in the landscape of Polish culture, but in itself 
has been a phenomenon of synergy between the policies of local and 
regional authorities, patronage of the state, and the fi nancial poten-
tial opened up by the accession to the European Union and modern-
isation of the cultural institutions themselves. What is especially sig-
nifi cant is that this is also a true breakthrough in Polish architectural 
theory and practice.

Richly illustrated, the book uses photographs, drawings, and expert 
commentary to document nearly 30 newly developed or almost fi nished 
cultural sites. By juxtaposing and comparing them, it not only gives 
a picture of the technological level and artistic class, but primarily por-
trays Poland as a country that holds a signifi cant place in the contem-
porary panorama of European architecture, and off ers an insight into 
an important part of culture in architecture.

COLLECTIVE WORKS

THE LIMITS OF HERITAGE
English version, edited by Katarzyna Jagodzińska, Jacek Purchla
Proceedings of the 2nd Heritage Forum of Central Europe

The Heritage Forum of Central Europe held by the icc is a biannual 
international conference in which specialists from Central Europe 
together with researchers and experts from all over the world dealing 
with the issues of Central Europe discuss the questions of cultural her-
itage. The Kraków conference is the voice of Central Europe in matters 
concerning philosophy, management, protection, and economic and 
political dimensions. The central theme of the second forum, held in 
2013, was The Limits of Heritage. The second decade of the 21st cen-
tury favours not only consideration of the system for heritage protec-
tion itself but also its extent and philosophy: What needs protecting? 
How can relations between the contemporary and history be built? In 
the context of international and local lists of sites, places, and forms of 
cultural heritage – where does this heritage end and when does the con-
temporary become heritage?

The book will be divided into six thematic sections: Limits of herit-
age, Heritage and politics, How to sell heritage?, Attractive cities – the role 
of heritage, Management of large-scale cultural heritage properties, Intan-
gible cultural heritage.
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PUBLICATIONS

LOOTED – RECOVERED. 
CULTURAL GOODS – THE CASE OF POLAND
Two versions: Polish and English, edited by Małgorzata 
Omilanowska, Jacek Purchla

This publication is the outcome of the international conference devoted 
to the problem of recovery of works of art in Poland in the European 
context organised by the Ministry of Culture and National Heritage and 
the International Cultural Centre in 2014.

The tragedy of the second world war resulted in the displacement 
of a large volume of cultural goods. Post-war political circumstances 
made it impossible to engage in an open discussion about the plunder 
of heritage, by both the Third Reich and the Soviet Union. After the 
political watershed of 1989, these matters became relevant again. The 
volume contains approximately 30 articles discussing the Polish expe-
rience in recovery of lost works of art, and also the recovery policy and 
legislation in other states.

NATIONS AND STEREOTYPES 25 YEARS AFTER. 
NEW BORDERS, NEW HORIZONS
Two versions: Polish and English, edited by Jacek Purchla, 
Robert Kusek, Joanna Sanetra-Szeliga

The book sums up the conference Nations and Stereotypes 25 Years After. 
New Borders, New Horizons, which was held from 4th to 6th June 2014 
at the International Cultural Centre in Kraków. It is an interdiscipli-
nary monographic work compiled by numerous authors and focused 
on the question of perceiving oneself and others in the contemporary 
world, with a special focus on national issues. Authors include emi-
nent researchers and experts in literature and culture studies, sociology, 
and the history from Poland, other countries of the European Union, 
the Balkans, Russia and post-Soviet states, and also from North Africa 
and the Middle East.
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PERIODICALS

HERITO. HERITAGE, CULTURE AND THE PRESENT
Issues 17–18, 19, 20, and 21

Herito quarterly provides the only forum of its type for discussing herit-
age, culture, modernity and the future. In 2015, four issues of the quar-
terly will be published. Their working subjects are: Soc-modernism in 
Central European architecture, special double issue, Thinking in terms of 
landscape, Lithuania and the Balticum. 

Herito quarterly is published in two versions: as a bilingual Polish-
-English hard copy, and as a mobile devices app available on Google Play 
and in the App Store in Polish or English language version. The fi rst pub-
lication designed for tablets is the monographic ninth issue devoted to 
contemporary Slovakia, which can be downloaded from both platforms 
free of charge. Subsequent issues will be available in regular sales, with 
the option to order a digital subscription. �www.herito.pl

RIHA JOURNAL

An academic peer-reviewed magazine devoted to art history. An organ 
of the International Association of Research Institutes in the History 
of Art (riha) published by the Munich-based Zentralinstitut für Kunst-
geschichte. One of the 30 riha member institutions worldwide, the icc 
plays the role of local publisher. The magazine is only available online. 
The articles are published simultaneously in two languages – Polish and 
English – with the icc responsible for the English translations. The call 
for articles is conducted on an ongoing basis. In 2015, the icc will pub-
lish a special issue on Sztuka współczesna i pamięć (Contemporary art 
and remembrance, in two parts). �www.mck.krakow.pl/page/riha-journal-1
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MATERIALS FOR THE HISTORY OF THE RELIGIOUS ART 
IN THE EASTERN BORDERLANDS OF THE FORMER POLISH REPUBLIC

KOŚCIOŁY I KLASZTORY RZYMSKOKATOLICKIE DAWNEGO 
WOJEWÓDZTWA RUSKIEGO, PART I, VOLUME 23 
[ROMAN-CATHOLIC CHURCHES AND MONASTERIES IN THE FORMER 
RUS’ VOIVODESHIP]
Polish version, edited by Jan K. Ostrowski

The volume will contain addenda to the texts and iconographies in the 
previous 22 volumes. Moreover, it will include an aggregated index of 
persons for volumes 1–22, indexes of the parishes mentioned in the work, 
and a separate index of data on fi lial churches and public chapels. It will 
also include a dictionary of artists, craftsmen, and artisans working in 
the territory of the former Rus’ Voivodeship. Its will also be a synthetic 
and critical collection of addenda to the bios of hardly known and for-
gotten artists, who have so far been scattered over more than 500 works 
contained on approximately 7000 pages of the 22 volumes of Part i.

KATEDRA W GRODNIE, PART IV, VOLUME 2 
[GRODNO CATHEDRAL]
Polish version, edited by Maria Kałamajska-Saeed

The second volume of Part iv devoted to the sacred art of the former 
Trakai Voivodeship, part of the old Grand Duchy of Lithuania, contains 
a monographic study on the Church of St Francis Xavier and the for-
mer Jesuit College.

KOŚCIOŁY I KLASZTORY RZYMSKOKATOLICKIE DAWNEGO 
WOJEWÓDZTWA BRZESKOLITEWSKIEGO, PART V, VOLUME 3 
[ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCHES AND MONASTERIES IN THE FORMER 
BREST-LITOVSK VOIVODESHIP]
Polish language version, edited by Anna Oleńska

The third volume of Part v, devoted to the sacred art heritage of the for-
mer Brest-Litovsk Voivodeship, part of the old Grand Duchy of Lithua-
nia, will contain studies of the Roman Catholic churches and monas-
teries of Pinsk and its vicinity.
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THE ICC SCIENCE LIBRARY AND ROLAND BERGER 
READING ROOM

The specialist library comprising more than 33,000 volumes collects pub-
lications which are in line with the icc’s activity in the area of research, 
study and education. They include monographic works, periodicals on art, 
exhibition catalogues, publications on urban planning and architec-
ture, heri tage management, art, ethnography and tradition of European 
regions, the protection of minorities etc., as well as foreign-language pub-
lications about Poland and Europe. Periodicals and a collection of publi-
cations on Galicia form a substantial part of the library collection. Many 
books, periodicals or unpublished works are unique items.

Modern multimedia equipment was purchased with funds provided 
by Ronald Berger Strategy Consultants, as was access to international 
databases. In 2015 access to jstor will be continued. Also available for use 
are the cd-Rom databases Allgemeines Künstlerlexikon, Belser Lexikon 
der Kunst- und Stilgeschichte and Encyclopaedia Britannica 2007.

The library collection is made available at the Reading Room which 
boasts 12 working desks and computer workstations.
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THE RAVENS CONFERENCE COMPLEX

The conference and seminar rooms forming the Ravens Conference 
Complex are some of the most attractive in Krakow in terms of com-
fort, aesthetics and equipment. The special advantage of the venue lies 
in its central location in Krakow and architecture combining modern 
solutions with historic interiors. The Conference Complex rooms are 
used during events organised by the icc: conferences, meetings, sem-
inars, exhibition openings and educational programmes; they are also 
available for hire on a commercial basis.

The Complex includes: • the ground fl oor Ravens Hall (for 200 partici-
pants in a theatre-like arrangement of chairs) • the glazed Patio on the fi rst 
fl oor, 14m high (for 180 participants in a theatre-like arrangement of chairs) 
• two foyers, on the ground fl oor and the fi rst fl oor • the Panoramic Room 
on the fi fth fl oor of the courtyard annexe (for 30 participants in a thea-
tre-like arrangement of chairs) • two seminar rooms in the basements 
(for 40 and 30 participants, respectively, in a theatre-like arrangement 
of chairs) • a seminar room on the fourth fl oor of the front building (for 
60 participants in a theatre-like arrangement of chairs).

All the rooms are air-conditioned and fi tted with professional audio 
systems, multimedia, internet access and a discussion system, and 
ensure access for the disabled. The conference room has simultaneous 
interpretation equipment and the basement rooms are fi tted with a gal-
lery system for posting paintings, prints or photographs, so they can be 
used as an art gallery.
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